
The Age of Reason
An Outline 

Part First 

Preamble 
  
 “An investigation” … of “True Theology” and “Fabulous Theology” (fables) 
 “To my fellow-citizens” of the United States 
  “I put the following work under your protection.” (us … the U.S.) 
  Personal opinions upon religion 
  “Do me the justice” to remember:  support the right of every person to personal opinion 
   Deny that right= makes you a slave to present opinion 
  Reason—the “most formidable weapon against errors” (never used any other weapon) 

Profession of Faith 

 {Important:  NOT an atheist manifesto or anti-faith pamphlet} 
 Intention over lifetime of thinking:  to present thoughts on religion 
 Offering “to fellow-citizens of all nations” (cf. Rights of Man) 
 Context:  France (after the Revolution) 
    -Abolition of priesthood and compulsory religion and faith, makes the book   
    “exceedingly necessary” 



    -Wreck of superstition, false systems of government and false theology— 
     Can’t lose sight of morality, humanity, true theology  

 What Paine Believes: 

  1)  I believe in one God 
  2)  I hope for happiness beyond this life 
  3)  I believe in the equality of humanity 
  4)  I believe in religious duties:  do justice, love mercy, make others happy 

  This book:  Declare the things I DO NOT believe + Reasons for not believing them 

 What Paine Does Not Believe: 

  Creeds (“My own mind is my own church”—sanctuary, religion) 
   -human inventions that terrify, enslave, profit, power 
  “Infidelity”:  professing to believe what you do not believe (“mental lying”) 
   —“professional belief”—destructive to morality   

Two Revolutions: 

 In the System of Government 
 In the System of Religion 



  -“Adulterous connection of church and state” 
   -prohibits discussion on creeds and “first principles of religion” 
   -Revolution in Government (naturally) leads to revolution in Religion     
    -to detect human inventions and priestcraft (the art of professional belief) 
    (opens the discussions, questions, challenges of a free society; allows    
    alternative arguments and options for free choice) 
    -to return us to “pure, unmixed and unadulterated belief in one God, and no   
    more”  

___________________ 

Missions and Revelations 

 Moses, Jesus, Muhammad 
 Torah, New Testament, Qur’an 

 “Revelation”:  something communicated im-mediately from God to Humanity 
  -The Almighty COULD do that, but even then, it would be revelation only to one person 
  -Told to a second, third or fourth person, it’s not revelation but HEARSAY 
  -Commandments have no evidence of divinity or supernatural intervention 

  -Stories of Muhammad, Mary, Jesus … no different than “heathen mythology” 
  -Christian story=idolatry and mythology 



An Appreciation for the Character and Story of Jesus (p53) 

 -Virtuous, amiable, taught morality and benevolence (similar to Confucius, Greeks, etc) but not 
 exceeded by any 
 -He never wrote a line (“His historians” wrote the story) 
 -Paine is like “doubting Thomas”—won’t believe until I see, touch 
 -Jews could prove it, but they say it’s false! 
 -Not improbable that a man named Jesus—a virtuous reformer and revolutionist— got caught   
 between the Romans and [some Jewish leaders] and lost his life 

Fabulous Bases of Christianity (p55) 

 -Christian Church—absurd fables 
 -Christian Mythology=partly from pagan and partly from Jewish tradition, then take it much   
 farther 
 -Satan not defeated, is handed all non-believers, plays a major role in the salvation story 

Examination of the Preceding Bases (p57) 

 -This story is derogatory to the Almighty, inconsistent with His wisdom,  
  contradictory to His power 
 -Satan has equal or greater power than God—deification of Satan 
 -Good people have believed this fable, and lived good lives—they were educated to believe it  
 -The more unnatural a story … the more some will believe it 



The True Theology (p58) 

 -Human pride 
 -Do we need a sacrifice of the Creator for us? 
 -Bold investigation will alarm … the times demand it 
 -People who doubt these things will appreciate that it’s being freely investigated 

Examination of the Old Testament (p59f) 

 -Have the writings been added, altered or abridged? 
 -Votes determined the Word of God 
 -No external evidence or authority 

 -Revelation re-visited:  communication of something did not know before 
 -If the stories are fiction, revelation can not make them true 

 “When we contemplate the immensity of that Being who directs and governs the     
 incomprehensible whole. . .feel shame at calling such paltry stories the Word of God.” 

 -Genesis:  Creation … Jewish tradition not revelation 

 -Not all scriptures are harmless!  History of wickedness. 



 -Psalms, Job—elevated sentiment 
 -Proverbs—table of ethics (no wiser than Ben Franklin)  
 -Prophets—poetic—Bible word for “poet” (p60) + p63:  original meaning of prophet 
  -poetry better than “word of god” 
  -axe to the root 
 -Language changes; Dishonors the Creator 

New Testament (p64) 

 -New will of God?! 
 -Jesus did not intend to establish a new religion 
 -son of god—like every person 
 -carpenter who probably could not write 
  -practice of moral virtues 
  -belief in one god 
  -philanthropic character 

 -“died for sins”  —why not die of disease or old age? + strange system of sacrifice 

 -Paul:  manufactured quibbles 

 -Gospels (p66)—anecdotal, not revelation 
 -Collection of Letters (forged?) + The Revelation—a book of enigmas 



 -Church set up system of religion contradictory to the character of Jesus 
  -pomp and revenue not humility and poverty 

 -Redemption—not based on moral justice 
 -Prayer 

 -Gift of Reason 

 True Revelation (p68) 

  -The Creation IS the word, revelation, universal language 
   -everyone can read 
   -reveals all that is necessary for us to know of God (p69) 
   -power, wisdom, munificence (generous), mercy 
   -Scripture of Creation (p70) 

 God, Existence (p70) 

  -God=First Cause 
  -Reason, we did not make ourselves 
  -Book of Creation=word of god 
  -Job and 19th Psalm: deistical compositions (Deism) 
  -Gospels do not convey any idea of what God is! 
  -Better to breathe the open air of the creation 



 True Theology and Superstition (p72) 

  -Christian faith=a species of Atheism 
  -True Theology=Natural Philosophy 
  -Christian system has abandoned beauty of natural philosophy for superstition 
   -original theology—Job and Psalm 19 

  -Science (laws and principles) (p73-74) 

   -new canonical book:  structure of the universe 
   -Almighty lecturer (p76):  displays principles of Science in structure of universe 
    study it 
   -ocean of space/desert of space —  the book and school of Science 

 Christianity and Education (p77) 

  -No need to study languages! … kills genius! 
  -God changes into Human to excuse himself (p79) 
  -Galileo—not esteemed—heresy 
  -Age of Ignorance commenced with Christian system (p80) 
    -wasted progress of knowledge 



 Christianism and Pantheism (p81) 

  -TP early life:  Quaker school, Science, Globes 
  -Common Sense” 
  -Every person is their own teacher (p83) 
  -7 or 8 years old, sermon on redemption—God should be hanged + shocks the mind 
   of a child! 

  -Christian Story compared to Deism (p84) 

   -Globes—study the infinity of space.  In the immensity of space earth like a bubble,   
   balloon, grain of sand (p85) 
   -Every part of it a world 

 Order of the Universe (p86) 

 Plurality of Worlds 
  -countless deaths of son of god? 

 Multiplicity of Religions (p90) 
  -rejecting senses and reason = wild and whimsical faiths 
  -“pious fraud” 
  -3 means imposed on humanity—incompatible with true religion 



   1)  Mystery (fog of human invention that obscures truth)—true religion is free 
   2)  Miracle (puzzles the senses; makes the Almighty a showman (Jonah!) 
   3)  Prophet—(useless, unnecessary) 

Recap (p98) 
  -universal religion 
  -Adam a Deist 
  -*Each person has a right to follow the religion they prefer 

End of Part One 
    
 -December 1793 
 -Arrest in Paris (American friend, Joel Barlow, given the manuscript.  Luxemburg prison) 

__________________________________ 

Part Second (p100) 

Preface (October 1795) 
  
 Historical Context:—post French Revolution (see Keane on anti-christianism) 

  -priests forgiving sins:  dangerous to society; derogatory to Almighty 



  -Just and humane principles of the Revolution—its philosophical basis—was departed   
  from 
  -Tribunal replaced Inquisition; guillotine replaced stake 
  -Paine excluded from Convention 
  -Imprisoned for nearly a year (fall of Robespierre, July 1794) 
  -Opponents—Bible authority (dispute is about authenticity not doctrines) 

Chapter One (p103) 

 -Old Testament—Bible not proved to be true; different interpretations 
  -authority means an Author 
  -history of Jews/Bible (Almighty is a criminal; sacrificial system; naturally incredible 
  (p106) 
  -Pentateuch—unknown author 
  (p115)—Book of lies, wickedness and blasphemy; contradictions; anachronisms 
   -(Paine spends a lot of time and ink “proving” that Moses was not the author 
    -chronologies do not align 
   -Joshua—unknown 

  Bible without authority (wounds the priests but relieves the minds of millions 
   -Job does not belong in Bible 
   -Prophesying not foretelling future but a “seer” speaking to current events  

  Paine’s Axe (p156) 



 -New Testament 

  No reason NOT to believe Jesus existed 
  but birth narrative is “blasphemously obscene”  (heathen mythology) 

 Deism (p158)  

 Paine again challenges authorship and authenticity of writings—are they genuine? 
 (Fake News!)—TP a newspaper man and defender of truth 
 Scriptures voted on by councils (see p172) 

 Too many holes in stories, e.g., Resurrection, Ascension (p167) 
 Evidence (p165) 

 Now that he HAS a Bible he finds many more absurdities and fabulous inventions that    
 dishonor the Almighty 

 Since the French Revolution the Church has not had a “miracle” (p173) 

 Afterlife? (p177)—“consciousness of existence”—animals preach better than Paul (p178) 

 Creeds (p180)—credulity; should never force beliefs on ourselves 



 Conclusion (p181) 
  
  


